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Dear Madam or Sir,

1. Letter from
the president
and ceo

The year 2014 was a period of focused efforts of KDPW in harmonisation

The KDPW Group has implemented a number of development projects

with the new financial market framework introduced by European

in the past few years and now offers a complementary package of

post-crisis regulations. The obligation of reporting derivatives

services which go well beyond the traditional depository and clearing

contracts to trade repositories took effect on 12 February 2014. As

services, ranking on a par with its counterparts in France, Germany,

one of six trade repositories registered in the European Union, the

Italy, Denmark, Hong Kong and Australia.

KDPW Trade Repository accepts reports of all types of derivatives
contracts. On 6 October 2014, as KDPW changed the settlement

The KDPW Group provides settlement and clearing services, corporate

cycle from T+3 to T+2, investors and Participants benefited from

actions processing, maintenance of data, and the functions of a

shorter time limits for the finalisation of their trade. In 2015, we will

numbering agency to ensure complete and attractive services for Polish

continue to harmonise the Polish market infrastructure with new

investment firms and investors, as well as foreign entities present on

European regulations, in particular the CSDR, as KDPW prepares for

the Polish financial market. As a result, the Polish capital market offers

the authorisation as a central securities depository under the CSDR.

the best range of post-trade services in the region.

In 2014, Raiffeisen Bank International, Vienna, became the first foreign

The advancement of capital market infrastructure institutions in Poland

entity to open an omnibus securities account directly with KDPW. All

and the authorisations for the provision of post-trade services in the

securities of the bank’s clients registered with KDPW and traded on the

EU support the development of the international competences in the

Polish market are deposited in the account.

KDPW Group.
I invite you to read our Annual Report.
Dr Iwona Sroka
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CEO and President, KDPW
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2.1 Core business

2.1 Core business
Under the applicable legislation and the Statute of the Central Securities Depository of Poland (KDPW), the core business of
the Company is to operate a securities depository, including:

--registration of dematerialised securities;
--monitoring the number of securities issued against the number of securities in trading;
--handling the payment of entitlements by issuers to holders of rights attached to securities;
--deregistration of securities from the securities depository;
as well as the following:

--registration of financial instruments other than securities, admitted to trading;
--clearing and settlement of transactions executed on the market in securities and other financial instruments;
--operating a transaction clearing guarantee system;
--operating a registration and trade support system for other securities;
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--collecting and maintaining trade and financial instrument data (trade repository);
--issuance of unique legal identity identifiers (LEI);
--other functions related to trade in securities and other financial instruments;
--promotion of information and perfor0mance of educational activities concerning the capital market;
--administration of the Guarantee Fund under the Act on Organisation and Operation of Pension Funds;
--clearing of transfer payments among open-ended pension funds;
--performing the functions of an exchange clearing house under the Act on Commodity Exchanges;
--operating the mandatory Compensation Scheme under the Act on Trading in Financial Instruments.

2.2 Corporate bodies
2. MAIN CORPORATE
INFORMATION

The Company’s corporate bodies are the General Meeting, the Supervisory Board, and the Management Board.

2.2 Corporate bodies

2.2.1 General Meeting
In 2014, the shareholders of the Central Securities Depository of Poland were in equal parts:

--the State Treasury represented by the Minister of the State Treasury,
--the Warsaw Stock Exchange,
--the National Bank of Poland.
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2.2.2 Supervisory Board
2. MAIN CORPORATE
INFORMATION

On 29 July 2014, the Supervisory Board of the Central Securities Depository of Poland of a new term of office was appointed as comprised of:

--Paweł Tamborski (Chairperson)
--Aleksander Proksa (Deputy Chairperson)
--Piotr Koziński
--Ewa Sibrecht-Ośka
--Karol Półtorak
--Dobiesław Tymoczko
Until 29 July 2014, the Supervisory Board was comprised of: Beata Jarosz (Chairperson), Adam Tochmański (Deputy Chairperson),
Anna Arcimowicz-Kołeczek, Piotr Koziński, Jacek Mierzejewski, Piotr Szpunar.
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In 2014, the Management Board of KDPW was comprised of:

Iwona Sroka

Sławomir Panasiuk

Michał Stępniewski

President and CEO

Vice-President

Management Board Member

MANAGEMENT BOARD OF KDPW S.A.
Dr IWONA SROKA
President & CEO

2. MAIN CORPORATE
INFORMATION
2.3 KDPW organisational
chart

Chief Compliance Officer

SŁAWOMIR PANASIUK
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MICHAŁ STĘPNIEWSKI
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Legal Counsel
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Secretariat

Financial Department
Financial Section
Asset Management Section
Accounting Section
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3.1 Projects completed in 2014

3.1 Projects completed in
2014

3.1.1 Development of the Trade Repository service
The Trade Repository system fully aligned with the EMIR requirements was successfully deployed on 23 January 2014. The new KDPW Trade
Repository Rules effective as of that date set out the terms of provision of the service, define the types of participation status, the rights of
reporting entities, communications with the trade repository, the mode of reporting and amending the reports, the scope of access to and
maintenance of contract details, as well as the fees.
The obligation of reporting details of derivative contracts to trade repositories took effect on 12 February 2014. The obligation applies to all
enterprises which conclude derivative contracts. The first trades were successfully registered in the KDPW_TR Trade Repository on that day.
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Most activities performed in 2014 to develop the Trade Repository system addressed the guidelines drafted by ESMA for all operational trade
repositories. In the first step, the KDPW_TR system was harmonised with the requirements of reporting trade valuation and collateral, where the
valuation of active trades is updated on a daily basis by the entities with the reporting obligation, effective as of 12 August 2014. The harmonised
KDPW_TR system was then deployed, the functionalities of messages for collective reporting of collateral and valuation were optimised, and the
registration of and search for trades in dedicated tabs were improved. In December 2014, according to ESMA expectations, a range of modifications
in KDPW_TR were put in place including the verification and processing of reports received from reporting entities and the reconciliation of reported
data among trade repositories.

The trade repository service offered by KDPW allows all entities active on the Polish financial market which have the obligation
of reporting details of derivatives contracts to use the local market infrastructure. The launch of the new service enabled
KDPW to acquire a new group of clients, which grows the corporate value of the KDPW Group, diversifies revenues, and
strengthens the Group’s international position.
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3.1.2 Introduction of partial settlement
3. KEY EVENTS OF 2014

The mechanism of automatic partial settlement implemented on 4 August 2014 enables the settlement of instructions up to the available balance
of the registration account in the settlement system at the settlement date and the settlement of the remaining part on the following days. The
implementation of the mechanism helps to maximise the use of assets available in participants’ accounts.
All steps in the project were carried out in co-operation with KDPW and KDPW_CCP Participants. The launch of automatic partial settlement is
particularly relevant in view of the launch of the securities netting project by KDPW_CCP and the resulting submission of settlement orders based
on net positions (net instructions) by KDPW_CCP to KDPW for settlement.
The introduction of automatic partial settlement is also important in the context of the implementation of the T+2 settlement cycle because the
application of partial settlement helps to reduce the number of settlement fails which may result from the shorter settlement cycle.

The functionality of automatic partial settlement helps to improve the liquidity of settlement and to reduce the volume
of settlement fails in the event of a participant’s insufficient balance of assets necessary for complete settlement, which
reduces the number of settlement fails at the record dates of securities.
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3.1.3 Implementation of the T+2 settlement cycle
3. KEY EVENTS OF 2014

KDPW replaced the T+3 settlement cycle with the T+2 settlement cycle as of 6 October 2014. The change of the settlement cycle harmonised
the Polish market with the standards under implementation in the European Union and followed from the harmonisation of the KDPW rules to
the CSDR (Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on improving securities settlement in the European Union and on central
securities depositories) which become effective to that extent on 1 January 2015.
The date of the change of the settlement cycle derived from the decision of most European central securities depositories (including the United
Kingdom, Italy, France, the Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, Denmark, Hungary) to migrate from the T+3 to the T+2 settlement cycle on 6
October 2014.
The new rules apply to transactions concluded on the exchange regulated market and in the alternative trading system (ATS) secured with the
clearing guarantee system.

The shorter settlement cycle had a positive impact on KDPW and KDPW_CCP participants as well as investors. For investors,
transactions are closed within a shorter period of time: investors receive securities (buyers) and cash (sellers) sooner.
The new settlement cycle also had an impact on processes of the exercise of rights attached to securities, which are
transferred one day earlier than before.
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3.1.4 Implementation of a negotiated securities lending and borrowing system
3. KEY EVENTS OF 2014

The negotiated securities lending and borrowing system organised by KDPW in co-operation with KDPW_CCP was implemented and opened
to participants on 1 October 2014. The system deployment date was synchronised with the shortening of the settlement cycle to T+2 as of 6
October 2014.
The objective of the negotiated securities lending and borrowing system is to support KDPW_CCP clearing members in the liquidity of trade on
the exchange market and consequently to improve the liquidity of clearing and settlement.
The role of securities lending in the system is to prevent settlement fails and to ensure the return of securities loaned in the automatic lending
system. Only shares admitted to trade on the exchange market may currently be loaned.
With its specificity, the system allows participants not only to prevent a shortage of securities but also to limit the frequency and the
implications of settlement fails, and to actively manage such shortages by enabling participants to flexibly define essential terms of the loan.
Another important advantage of the system for participants is its safety owing to the available guarantee mechanisms.
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Securities lending in the system is:

3. KEY EVENTS OF 2014

--negotiated with respect to certain parameters of the loan agreement: in addition to the object of the loan, the parties may agree on the
duration of the loan and the fee due to the lender;

--guaranteed by KDPW_CCP as to the return of the loan to the lender and the return of the collateral to the borrower;
--anonymous – the lender and the borrower remain anonymous both prior to the conclusion of the loan agreement and within its term.
The securities lending and borrowing system improves the liquidity of clearing and allows participants to earn additional
revenue (especially in view of potentially increased activities of foreign brokers as traders on the exchange market).
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3.1.5 Development of KDPW repo services
3. KEY EVENTS OF 2014

The tri-party repo functionality was launched on 4 August 2014. In the tri-party repo service, which involves the settlement of repo transactions
combined with the monitoring and management of the value of securities transferred between the parties to such transactions (repo collateral),
both KDPW regulations and system mechanisms in place allow for the submission of tri-party repo instructions directly by KDPW participants who
are parties to the settlement of such transactions and by BondSpot for trade on the electronic Treasury securities market (Treasury BondSpot
Poland).

The implementation of the new solutions will help to grow the repo market, in particular favouring long-term repo transactions.
It should be noted that daily updates of the valuation and collateral of repo agreements allows parties to tri-party repo
transactions to commit assets adequate to the current value of the transactions. The launch of a new functionality of settlement
of conditional repo and sell/buy-back transactions will provide KDPW participants with more flexibility in processing such
transactions, in particular including flexible changes to the tenor of conditional transactions.
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3.1.6 Standardisation and automation of the processing of subscription rights
3. KEY EVENTS OF 2014

KDPW implemented modifications to the processing of subscription rights on 3 February 2014, including exchange of data between KDPW and
participants under ISO20022, which improved the process and eliminated paper documentation.
The new solutions for the processing of subscription rights were developed according to international recommendations, standards and practices
of the processing of corporate actions as well as the recommendations of the National Market Practice Group Corporate Action (CA NMPG PL).

The new mode of processing of subscription rights strengthens the business offer of KDPW, ensures compliance of solutions
used in the Polish market infrastructure with European standards, helps to grow the trust of international investors active
on the Polish market and to disseminate the standards in the Polish market.
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3.1.7 Development of operational relations and international operational links
3. KEY EVENTS OF 2014

In order to address the needs of dual listing of foreign companies on the Polish market, KDPW maintains 20 operational links with foreign
central securities depositories. Ten of the links are direct links between KDPW and a foreign CSD. The other ten links are indirect links via two
international central securities depositories and a custodian bank (in Bulgaria).

Spain - Iberclear
An operational link with the Spanish central securities depository Iberclear was developed in 2014 in connection with the planned introduction
of shares of Banco Santander to dual listing on the WSE.

An indirect link via Euroclear Bank was developed following a positive opinion of the Polish Financial Supervision
Authority (KNF) and a thorough analysis of the feasibility of an indirect link with Iberclear via one of the two ICSDs. Banco
Santander was newly listed on the WSE on 3 December 2014.
Germany - Clearstream Banking AG (CBF)
KDPW worked in 2014 on the registration of the German company Talanx AG, the third biggest insurance group in Germany and #11 world-wide,
in KDPW in order to enable the dual listing of its shares on the Polish market.

Talanx AG was newly listed on the WSE on 23 April 2014. Cross-border transfers are supported by an indirect link between
KDPW and the German CSD via KDPW’s account with Clearstream Banking Luxembourg, which is the home depository for
the shares of Talanx AG.
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3.1.8 Development of KDPW as a numbering agency – issuance of FISN
3. KEY EVENTS OF 2014

Acting as a National Numbering Agency (NNA), KDPW issues FISN codes (Financial Instrument Short Name) as of 14 November 2014. The issuance
of FISN codes is based on the international technical standards ISO 18774 and the guidelines of The Association of National Numbering Agencies
(ANNA). KDPW issues FISN codes for those instruments where it issues ISIN codes.

The application of FISN codes is aimed at the unification of standards on the international financial market and supports
a range of securities processing functions including reporting, confirmations, clearing and bank reporting.

3.1.9 Implementation of a new channel of electronic communication with participants
KDPW introduced ESDI/WEB, a new channel for the exchange of information: messages and notices sent in electronic format between KDPW or
KDPW_CCP and their participants and counterparties, as of 5 May 2014. The new solution replaced the legacy system ESDI.

ESDI/WEB is available through a web browser and allows the partners of KDPW and KDPW_CCP to exchange messages
and notices both manually and automatically.
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3.2 Projects advanced in
2014

3.2.1 Preparing KDPW for implementation of CSDR requirements
In 2014, KDPW pursued a project preparing it for implementation of the requirements of the Regulation of the European Parliament and of the
Council on improving securities settlement in the European Union and on central securities depositories (CSDR) and for the future authorisation of
KDPW, focusing on the consultation of the final text of the CSDR and the development of additional materials to support the drafting of the ESMA
technical standards. The CSDR took effect on 17 September 2014.

Considering that the submission of an application for the authorisation of KDPW must be preceded by appropriate
harmonisation including legislative work and the development of systems used by KDPW, the efforts scheduled for 2015
include a detailed stock-taking and implementation of modifications in line with the CSDR. The authorisation application
is expected to be filed in mid-2016.
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3.2.2 Development and implementation of new corporate actions services: standardisation and
automation under ISO20022
As part of the harmonisation and standardisation of services in international capital markets, KDPW is working to improve the efficiency and
quality of its services including the development of new functionalities of business processes used for the processing of corporate actions.
These projects are aimed at analysing the existing practice and its compliance with the Polish legislation in order to automate processes,
mainly by improving the exchange of information between KDPW and its direct participants.

The harmonisation of the kdpw_stream system with the standards of communications with third parties eliminates the
circulation of paper documents and text files in relations with participants, which are replaced with electronic messages
developed under standards recommended in the international practice, i.e., ISO20022.
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3.2.3 Development of the processing of the debit limit set by the Settlement Agent
3. KEY EVENTS OF 2014

In response to requests raised by participants, a project implemented in 2014 developed a new functionality of the kdpw_stream system where
the Settlement Agent can set a debit limit for a trading entity represented in settlement.
The new mechanism will support the services provided to participants with the participant status type of representative in transactions concluded
by remote members of the Exchange who are not clearing members for such transactions, where a debt limit can be set for such transactions.
As a result, such participants will have a tool to manage the risks of acting as a counterparty to the settlement of such transactions in the depository
system.

The functionality where a Settlement Agent can set a debit limit will facilitate the monitoring of cash settlement and risk
management by the participant acting as the Settlement Agent and should help to regulate the mutual relations between a
trading entity and its representative in the settlement system.
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3.2.4 Development of the KDPW_LEI service
3. KEY EVENTS OF 2014

In 2014, KDPW pursued a project aimed at obtaining the status of Local Operating Unit (LOU) authorised to issue
LEI codes. The process which involves all numbering agencies consists in the fulfilment of the requirements of
transformation of pre-LOUs into LOUs (the process does not involve a change of the LEI codes).

A new functionality to be launched in 2015 will support the automatic transfer of LEI codes
among numbering agencies and the processing of corporate actions relevant to an entity
(the implementation of the functionality is conditional on the development of the COU).
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4. CORPORATE RISK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
4. CORPORATE RISK
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

In 2014, following a preparatory procedure for the insurance of KDPW Group companies against financial consequences of operational risk,
a contract was signed with AIG Europe Limited with a sum insured of PLN 100 million.
The contract valid until 30 June 2015 insures KDPW and its subsidiary KDPW_CCP against operational risk of the activity of the Central Securities
Depository of Poland and the clearing house KDPW_CCP. The insurance cover extends to events of embezzlement of financial instruments and
cash held by KDPW and KDPW_CCP or other entities, kept in the accounts of KDPW and KDPW_CCP and in the accounts of other entities operated
by KDPW and KDPW_CCP. The insurance cover also extends to potential losses caused by computer crime, as well as risks of professional liability
of financial institutions such as interest or damages for non-performance, delayed or undue performance of obligations by KDPW and KDPW_CCP.
Insurance against financial consequences of operational risk improves the security of business operations and is part of risk management within
the KDPW Group. The KDPW Group companies have had an insurance cover of such scope continuously since 1 July 2009.
Furthermore, operational risk management activities included the testing of the Business Continuity System in October 2014, which involved
participants and other partner institutions.
Corporate risk, operational risk and information security were measured again in 2014.
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5.1 National legislation

In 2014, KDPW participated in a number of legislative projects concerning the Polish capital market. In those projects, KDPW put forth initiatives
and proposals for legislative amendments and took part in social consultations on draft legislation.
KDPW participated in the drafting of the following legislation:

--Act amending the Act on Trading in Financial Instruments and certain other Acts harmonising the national legislation with Regulation No

236/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 14 March 2013 on short selling and certain aspects of credit default swaps and
Regulation No 648/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 4 July 2012 on OTC derivatives, central counterparties and trade
repositories;

--draft amendment of the Act on Public Offering and Conditions of Introducing Financial Instruments to the Organised Trading System, and
on Public Companies, amending the scope of subscriptions for sale or exchange of shares;

--terms of reference for the draft Act amending the Act on Covered Bonds and Mortgage Banks and certain other Acts;
--draft Act amending the Banking Law and certain other Acts, implementing Directive 2013/36/EU of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 26 June 2013 (CRD IV) in the national legal system;

--terms of reference for the draft Act amending the Act on Excise Duty and certain other Acts;
--Act amending the Act on Corporate Income Tax, the Act on Personal Income Tax and certain other Acts;
--draft Act amending the Act on Trading in Financial Instruments and certain other Acts eliminating the division of the regulated market into
the exchange market and the non-exchange market;

--draft Restructuring Law;
--draft Act on Renewable Energy Sources;
--new Act on Bonds.
26
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KDPW also participated in the activities of working groups set up by the Financial Market Development Board, including the working group
for financial reporting and capital market taxation, and the working group for long-term debt instruments, which focused in particular on draft
legislative amendments to implement the single banking licence to the national legal system.
KDPW also participated in the working groups of the Financial Market Development Board: the working group for the capital market infrastructure,
the working group for capital market costs, and the working group for issuer incentives. In the working group for the capital market infrastructure,
KDPW presented documents on the proposed strategy for infrastructure institutions and an analysis of the European conditions of post-trade
infrastructure. The working group for capital market costs drafted a proposal of a new model of financing the cost of supervision exercised by the
Polish Financial Supervision Authority which equally spreads the costs among all market participants, relieving infrastructure institutions of the
main burden of the cost of supervision. The working group for issuer incentives drafted key proposals to improve the attractiveness of the capital
market for issuers through unification of the reporting system, facilitating contacts between issuers and dispersed shareholders, and facilitating
the raising of capital by issuers.

5.2 European legislation
5. PARTICIPATION IN
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REGULATIONS
5.2 European
legislation

KDPW analysed draft European regulations in order to ensure its legal compliance and to prepare harmonisation efforts.
KDPW participated in the drafting of European legislation relevant to the financial market in particular by taking active part in issuing opinions
on draft regulations in co-operation with industry organisations (ESCDA, EACH) and national authorities (Ministry of Finance, Polish Financial
Supervision Authority).
This included in particular:
Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on improving securities settlement in the European Union and on central
securities depositories (CSDR) including draft delegated regulations and implementing regulations;

--

--Directive and Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on markets in financial instruments (MiFID II / MiFIR);
--amendment of the Directive on the exercise of certain rights of shareholders in listed companies(SRD);
--draft Delegated Regulations under Regulation (EU) No 648/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 4 July 2012 on OTC

derivatives, central counterparties and trade repositories (EMIR), in particular the regulatory technical standards on the clearing obligation;

--Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on market abuse (MAR) and Directive of the European Parliament and of the
Council on criminal sanctions for market abuse (MAD);

--terms of reference of future legislation defining a CCP recovery and resolution framework.
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6.1 Relations with the Advisory Group
According to Article 46.5 of the Act on Trading in Financial Instruments of 29 July 2005, the Advisory Group gives opinions on matters concerning
reports of the Management Board of the Central Securities Depository of Poland on the activity of the Company, business plans and financial plans
of KDPW, reports on the activity of the compensation scheme, rules and other regulations of the Central Securities Depository of Poland issued
under such rules.
The Advisory Group is comprised of representatives of the Warsaw Stock Exchange, BondSpot, the Chamber of Brokerage Houses, the Council of
Custodian Banks at the Polish Bank Association, the Association of Listed Companies, and foreign institutions.
On 13 August 2014, Dariusz Witkowski who was elected to the Supervisory Board of KDPW_CCP by the Ordinary General Meeting of KDPW_CCP,
resigned from the Advisory Group.
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In 2014, the members of the Advisory Group were as follows:

6. RELATIONS
WITH MARKET
PARTICIPANTS

--Konrad Makowiecki (Chairperson) – representative of foreign institutions,
--Piotr Zaczek (Deputy Chairperson) – representative of the Council of Custodian Banks,
--Anna Grabowska – representative of BondSpot,
--Beata Kaproń – representative of the Chamber of Brokerage Houses,
--Dariusz Knapik – representative of the Chamber of Brokerage Houses,
--Izabela Olszewska – representative of the Warsaw Stock Exchange,
--Mariusz Piękoś – representative of the Council of Custodian Banks (as of 5 March),
--Dariusz Witkowski – representative of the Association of Listed Companies.

In 2014, the Advisory Group prepared 25 opinions on draft amendments of regulations, Management Board reports, and business and financial
plans.
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Working meetings with participants play a special role in the operations and
development of KDPW. KDPW actively consults the participant community
on an on-going basis on matters concerning its business operations.
In 2014, the meetings were devoted mainly to issues concerning new
services under development scheduled to be launched in 2014.
The topics of the meetings focused on the Trade Repository (KDPW_TR)
service, the LEI issuance (KDPW_LEI) service, automatic partial settlement, the
development of KDPW’s repo processing services, and the securities lending
and borrowing solutions offered by the KDPW Group.

7. PROMOTION AND INFORMATION
7. PROMOTION AND
INFORMATION

The year 2014 was a period of intense promotion and information activities
around the development and implementation of KDPW services in
response to European post-crisis regulations. In particular, the activities
focused on the promotion of the KDPW_TR Trade Repository service, the
development of KDPW’s competences as a Numbering Agency, and the
implementation of the T+2 settlement cycle. Furthermore, the information
and promotion policy focused on new solutions including automatic partial
settlement and the negotiated securities lending and borrowing system.
The year 2014 was the 20th anniversary of KDPW. This was an opportunity
to take stock of and present the offer of the KDPW Group and to demonstrate
the scale of changes, especially those implemented in the last few years.
Those reflect the evolving environment, new European regulations, and the
aspiration of the KDPW Group to become the CEE leader of post-trade services.
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7.1 Promotion of key services of KDPW
7. PROMOTION AND
INFORMATION

The key services and projects of KDPW, including partial settlement, securities lending and borrowing,
change of the settlement cycle, the KDPW_TR service and the Numbering Agency service,
were promoted jointly as an integrated service package.

7.1 Promotion of key
services of KDPW

7.1.1 Promotion of KDPW_TR and Numbering Agency services
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The promotion of the KDPW_TR service included five seminars for entities which have the reporting
obligation: two seminars at the Polish Financial Supervision Authority (KNF), one seminar arranged
in co-operation with the Association of Listed Companies (SEG), and two seminars at KDPW.
Polish and international press published 72 articles on the KDPW_TR service and the University of
Warsaw journal Problemy Zarządzania (‘Issues of Management’) published a research article.
The TR and LEI promotion included the development of ads and banners posted on the website.
Information was mailed to several dozen thousand potential entities with the reporting obligation.
On the start date of the obligation of reporting to the trade repository, the newspaper Puls Biznesu
published an extensive text on the reporting obligations. A similar text was published in the Home
& Market magazine. A KDPW_TR banner campaign was on the www.wsj.com portal in January.
The KDPW_TR and LEI issuance service was promoted in articles and ads in international industry
press: Asset Servicing Times and AST Regulatory Handbook 2014, the International Derivatives Expo
publication, Best Execution, COO Connect, e-Forex, International Securities Magazine. The KDPW
reporting and LEI issuance offer was presented by the KDPW Management Board and representatives at
international conferences: the Global Custody Forum, European Clearing & Settlement. The KDPW LEI
and Trade Repository leaflets were updated. An electronic brochure devoted to KDPW as a Numbering
Agency was developed in the second half of the year and a special electronic publication on KDPW
Group services addressing European regulations was released.

7.1.2 Information campaign on the change of the settlement cycle from T+3 to T+2
7. PROMOTION AND
INFORMATION
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In its campaign devoted to the change of the settlement cycle, KDPW developed information posted
on the website and published an information leaflet (in print and in electronic format) which was
distributed broadly to investors. KDPW launched a large-scale information campaign in the media (the
topic was twice featured in the headline news of the newspaper Gazeta Giełdy Parkiet, and Polish
and international media published more than 30 articles on the issue). The change of the cycle
was communicated in statements of KDPW representatives and in an information leaflet distributed
at conferences and investor events: WallStreet, Professional Investor, Parkiet and Rzeczpospolita
Investment Forum. Information about the change of the settlement cycle was distributed in co-operation
with the Association of Individual Investors (SII) by mailing to investors in the Association’s database
(around a dozen thousand e-mail recipients).

7.2 Relations with market organisations and institutions
7. PROMOTION AND
INFORMATION
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In 2014, the KDPW Group co-operated with key market institutions and organisations including
the Association ACI Poland (ACI), the Warsaw Stock Exchange (WSE), the Chamber of Brokerage
Houses (IDM), the Polish Financial Supervision Authority (KNF), the Ministry of Treasury (MSP),
the Polish Institute of Directors (PID), the Employers of Poland (PRP), the Association of Listed Companies (SEG),
the Association of Individual Investors (SII), the Polish Bank Association (ZBP). Co-operation with the WSE
included the implementation of a campaign promoting the derivatives market “Futures Masters”, the conference
Derivatives 2014, the Market Christmas Party, the IDX. Co-operation with IDM included the IDM Programmatic
Conference “How to Improve the Competitiveness of the Polish Capital Market”. KDPW in co-operation with KNF
organised two seminars on reporting to KDPW_TR and a joint interview of the CEO of KDPW and the Chairperson
of KNF on the TR reporting obligations. Co-operation with MSP focused on education and promotion activities as
part of the Civic Shareholding Programme including a contest for the best student paper on the capital market, an
economy knowledge quiz on the portal www.gazeta.pl, participation in the drafting of the Code of Recommended
IR Practice, and the organisation of the Warsaw Capital Market Summit. In co-operation with PRP, KDPW
participated in the inauguration of the Entrepreneur Sentiment Index (IOP) and its monthly publication by the
newspaper Parkiet, organised the First Assembly of the Financial Platform and two meetings of the Financial
Platform: with the Chairperson of KNF and with the Ministry of Finance. Furthermore, KDPW representatives
contributed to the SEG Lawyer Congress and the conferences WallStreet and Professional Investor organised
by SII. KDPW was the partner of the annual Derivatives Congress organised by ZBP featuring a presentation
of the OTC_clearing and KDPW_TR service, and organised a joint interview of the CEO of KDPW_CCP and the
President of ZBP on the authorisation of the clearing house and its importance to the banking market.

7.3 Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
7. PROMOTION AND
INFORMATION

Corporate Social Responsibility activities focused on economic education of the general public,
support of capital market foundations and projects in the Civic Shareholding Programme co-founded by KDPW.

7.3 Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR)

In co-operation with the Ministry of Treasury in the Civic Shareholding Programme – Know How to Invest, KDPW organised a contest for the best
student paper on the capital market with more than 40 entries. KDPW helped to prepare an economic knowledge quiz on the www.gazeta.pl
portal and participated in the drafting of the Code of Recommended IR Practice.
In support of economic universities, KDPW co-organised scientific conferences on the financial market held by the University of Szczecin,
the University of Warsaw, the Warsaw School of Economics. KDPW was a partner of the conference Intellectual Capital: Measurement and
Management v. Corporate Competitiveness.
KDPW provided substantive and financial contribution to the Lesław Paga Foundation and the Youth Entrepreneurship Foundation actively
participating in their projects (Entrepreneurship Days, Produkcik Contest, Lesław Paga Scholarship, Capital Market Leader Academy, School
Exchange Game).
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7.4 Capital Market Congress
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KDPW
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KDPW’s flagship educational project is the Capital Market Congress, organised for several years now in co-operation with the Department of
Management, University of Warsaw, held on 4 December 2014 in Warsaw. This edition of the Congress focused on current developments on the
Polish capital market in the context of international trends including among others new services of the KDPW Group for the financial market.
The conference closed with a presentation of awards to the authors of the best research papers on the capital market, a regular feature of the
Congress.

7.5 20thanniversary of KDPW
The main activities around the 20th anniversary of KDPW took place in the last three months of 2014, when an anniversary leaflet, a corporate
video and a www banner were developed. The media published interviews with the Management Board, articles taking stock of the 20 years of
KDPW’s business (with a special focus on the solutions implemented in the last five years, a major addition to the KDPW Group’s offer, opening its
services to clients across the European Union), and ads presenting the complementary offer of KDPW Group companies for the financial market.

8. INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
8. INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS

Representatives of KDPW are members of international organisations and associations and their working groups which discuss draft legislation,
recommendations and proposed modifications to clearing and settlement and help to implement international standards applied on other
European and global markets. They take active part in the work of the following organisations and associations.

8.1 ECSDA
(European Central
Securities Depositories
Association)

8.1 ECSDA (European Central Securities Depositories Association)
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The European Central Securities Depositories Association provides a forum for European CSDs to exchange views and take forward projects of
mutual interest. It aims to promote a constructive dialogue between the CSD community, European public authorities and all other stakeholders
looking to achieve an optimal regulatory framework for clearing and settlement. ECSDA represents 41 national and international central securities
depositories across 37 European countries.

8. INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS

ECSDA WG2 – Working Group 2 monitors and gives opinions on depository and settlement service initiatives in the
European Union.
In 2014, the work of the group focused on the draft CSDR and its draft technical standards. Furthermore, the group worked with a consultant to
clarify and enable the participation of CSDs in the CSDR cost-benefit analysis survey developed by ESMA. Clarifications were received from the
European Commission on certain provisions of the CSDR. An opinion was drafted on the CPSS-IOSCO report on recovery and resolution of financial
market infrastructure institutions, and the drafting of the relevant EU legislation was monitored. Proposed amendments of the Shareholders
Rights Directive were analysed from the perspective of impact on CSDs.

ECSDA WG3 – Working Group 3 deals with settlement links among depositories.
The group drafts reports on the harmonisation of the rules of settlement in Europe for the European Commission, ECB, AFME. In 2014, ESCDA
WG3 continued to co-operate with WG2 on regulations related to the CSDR. ECSDA WG3 was also preparing data on cross-border operational links
between European CSDs for COGESI (Eurosystem Contact Group on Euro Securities Infrastructures), which is part of the ECB.
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8.2 SMPG (Securities Market Practice Group)
8. INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS
8.2 SMPG (Securities
Market Practice Group)

SMPG works to develop global market standards and practices of securities settlement, corporate actions processing and investment funds.
It harmonises practices across markets and ensures consistent interpretations of ISO standards to improve Straight-Through-Processing (STP)
in international securities trade.

S&R NMPG PL (Settlement and Reconcilitation NMPG PL)
In 2014, the group drafted and approved a new version of market practice of settlement officially published on the website smpg.info.
KDPW implemented a range of standardisation measures proposed by NMPG members, including in particular changes to the matching of the
client field enabling automation of pre-matching on KDPW participant side. A KDPW representative harmonised the NMPG PL market practice as
required by the myStandards platform provided by SWIFT. The market practice was published on the myStandards platform in November 2014.
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8.3 ESA (European Swift Alliance)
8. INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS

ESA is an organisation of smaller European countries which together can make an impact and be a major partner to the global organisation SWIFT.
The mission of ESA is to exchange information and experience related to SWIFT strategic projects, to support discussions on product positioning
and development of standards, and to influence the directions of SWIFT development through discussions with key representatives of SWIFT.

8.3 ESA
(European Swift
Allience)

Since December 2014, a KDPW representative is a Deputy Chairperson of the ESA Securities Committee. ESA also has a Banking and Payment
Committee, a Technical Committee and a Compliance Committee.
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In 2014, ESA discussed elements of the new strategy SWIFT 2020. Proposed modifications to the annual update of message standards were
discussed. SWIFT’s participation in T2S was discussed. Product development plans including SCORE (enterprise solution) and Business Intelligence
for Securities were presented.

8.4 ANNA (Association of National Numbering Agencies)
8. INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS

ANNA is an association working to implement, promote and make available standards for financial instruments. ANNA focuses on the development,
enforcement and implementation of ISO standards used for broadly understood identification of financial instruments and entities on the capital
market.

8.4 ANNA
(Association of
National Numbering
Agencies)

In 2014, the organisation monitored changes to ISO standards including CFI (Classification of Financial Instruments), ISIN (International Securities
Identification Number) and FISN (Financial Instrument Short Name). The milestones of 2014 include the development of a new scope of information
reported to ASB and the new ASB application, the implementation of the new ASB service with new information content, the performance of a
survey on fees charged by NNA for the issuance of ISIN codes, and the preparation of materials emphasising the role of ISIN codes on the local
markets.
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9.1 Depository and
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9.1 Depository and settlement services
9.1.1 Statistics including the number of issuers, the capitalisation of registered financial instruments
and the settlement of transactions
In 2014, KDPW accepted 60 participants of participant type Issuer (54 domestic and 6 foreign issuers). As at December 2014, the total number
of participants of participant type Issuer was 1,165 (1,085 domestic and 80 foreign issuers).
KDPW registered further series of new issue shares of companies previously accepted as participants of participant type Issuer. The total
capitalisation of shares registered in KDPW was PLN 569,884,465,989 as at the end of December 2014, representing a decrease of 2% year on
year.
As at 2014 year-end, the global capitalisation of bonds registered in KDPW was PLN 600,421,525,430, representing a decrease of 10% year on
year.
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In 2014, KDPW performed 9,603,079 registration operations on the cash market in a total amount of PLN 6,872,093,823,928 for transactions
concluded up to 3 August 2014 (no securities netting and partial settlement functionalities).

9. OPERATING
STATISTICS

KDPW performed 10,595,787 registration operations in a total amount of PLN 4,669,498,251,970 for transactions concluded as of 4 August
2014 inclusive (with securities netting and partial settlement functionalities).
The count of transactions concluded as of 4 August 2014 inclusive on the cash market includes the KDPW_CCP Clearing House as a
counterparty, i.e., all registration entries where the KDPW_CCP Clearing House is a counterparty to transactions on the cash market
(as a buyer or as a seller).
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9.1.2 Processing securities of domestic issuers for whom KDPW is the home depository
9. OPERATING
STATISTICS

In 2014, KDPW registered:

--53 new Treasury bond series;
--215 non-Treasury bond series;
--10 covered bond series;
--10 series of investment certificates of closed-ended investment funds;
--201 stock series;
--18 series of allotment certificates (rights to shares).

Furthermore, KDPW processed the following corporate actions:

--211 dividend payments (according to the record date);
--13 share capital increases of domestic issuers including subscription rights (according to the record date);
--4 splits of securities;
--67 share reverse splits;
--9 nominal value changes;
--1 exchange of shares in a combination of public companies;
--13 assimilations including 12 share assimilations, 1 bond assimilation;
--6 conversions of registered shares to bearer shares including 2 combined with assimilation of shares under a listed code;
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9. OPERATING
STATISTICS

--7 redemptions;
--36 interest payments on Treasury bonds (according to the record date);
--1 235 interest payments on non-Treasury debt instruments (according to the record date);
--119 redemptions of non-Treasury debt instruments (according to the record date);
--mandatory redemptions of shares of 8 companies;
--processing of 1,409 general meetings of public companies (according to the record date);
--26 deregistrations of issuers and securities in KDPW, including 11 redemptions of investment certificates
following liquidation of an investment fund;

--54 cancellations of securities, including 35 shares cancellations and 19 bonds cancellations;
--149 redemptions of investment certificates issued by investment funds (according to the record date).
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9.1.3 Relations with foreign depository institutions and services for foreign issuers
9. OPERATING
STATISTICS
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As at 2014 year-end, KDPW had direct operational links with the following foreign depository-clearing institutions:

--Oesterreichische Kontrollbank – OeKB (Austria)
--Clearstream Banking Luxembourg – CBL (Luxembourg)
--Központi Elszámolház és Értéktár Rt. – KELER (Hungary)
--Centralny Depozitar Cennych Papierov SR AS – CDCP (Slovakia)
--Euroclear Bank – (Belgium)
--AS EESTI VÄÄRTPABERIKESKUS – EVK (Estonia)
--LCVDP – (Lithuania)
--KDD Central Securities Clearing Corporation – (Slovenia)
--Latvian Central Depository – LCD (Latvia)

Via Euroclear Bank, Clearstream Banking Luxembourg and UniCredit BulBank, KDPW had operational links with the following foreign depositoryclearing institutions:

9. OPERATING
STATISTICS

I.

Euroclear Bank:

--Euroclear UK&Ireland
--Euroclear France
--Euroclear Sweden
--Euroclear Nederland
--Iberclear Spain

II. Clearstream Banking Luxemburg:

--Clearstream Banking Frankfurt – (Germany)
--Monte Tittoli - (Italy)
--Canadian Depository for Securities Limited – CDS (Canada)
--CDCP - (Czech Republic)
--Euroclear France - (France)
--Centralny Depozitar Cennych Papierov SR AS – CDCP (Slovakia)

III. UniCredit BulBank:

--Central Depository AD - CDAD (Bulgaria).

Securities of 48 issuers were processed via these links in 2014.
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In 2014, KDPW performed 2,809 cross-border transfers related to securities registered in foreign securities depositories (including 35 transfers
with SDRT processing).

9. OPERATING
STATISTICS

KDPW performed 94 operations of deletion of FoP instructions sent to foreign securities depositories following the cancellation of transfer
orders by KDPW participants.
Services provided to issuers established outside of Poland for which KDPW is the home depository included the following operations:

--registration of securities:
--3 series of bonds;
--294 series of structured certificates;
--registration of a new share issue of 1 company;
--redemption of 273 series of structured certificates (according to the record date);
--12 interest payments on bonds and 1 redemption of bonds (according to the record date);
--4 dividend payments(according to the record date).
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Based on KDPW’s operational links with foreign securities depositories, the following operations and activities were performed in 2014:

9. OPERATING
STATISTICS

--registration of securities for which KDPW is not the home depository:
--granting the participation type of Issuer and registration of shares of 6 issuers;
--registration of 2 series of bonds;
--registration of 259 series of structured certificates;
--registration of 76 series of warrants;
--registration of new share issues of 5 companies;
--transmission of information about general meetings and intermediation in transmission of voting instructions and personal data of
shareholders necessary to enable the participation of shareholders in 56 general meetings of 31 companies;

--redemption of (according to the record date):
--45 series of certificates;
--5 series of bonds;
--8 series of warrants;
--payment of interest on 9 series of bonds, including payment of interest on 1 series of eurobonds (according to the record date);
--19 dividend payments(according to the record date)
--2 subscription rights.
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Furthermore, KDPW performed the following operations:

9. OPERATING
STATISTICS
9.2 Energy commodity
market

--split of shares of the company AGROLIGA GROUP PLC;
--squeeze out of shares of the company PHOENIX ENERGY A.S. – termination of
participation with the participant type Issuer;

--registration of cancellation of shares of the company KRKA, TOVARNA ZDRAVIL, D.D., NOVO MESTO;
--redemption of 3 series of reverse convertible certificates under an agreement with RCB.
9.2 Energy commodity market
The Exchange Clearing House of the Central Securities Depository of Poland (GIR KDPW) clears transactions on the WSE commodity
market POEE WSE Energy Market. The WSE closed the POEE WSE Energy Market as of the end of Q1 2013. Before the market closed,
transactions closed in 2014 in an aggregate volume of 3,723,000 MWh were sent for clearing and settlement from the Forward
Electricity Market (WSE EFM) to GIR KDPW. 96 annual transactions concluded by 4 entities were cleared.
Net sales in 2014 stood at PLN 786,068,964. Sales of electricity are documented under the Act on VAT by issuing invoices at a VAT
rate of 23%. Consequently, sales including VAT (gross) stood at PLN 966,864,823. The cash settlement of electricity including the
compensation of reverse transactions stood at PLN 955,483,940.50.
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10.1 Guarantee Fund
Modifications of the Guarantee Fund took effect on 1 February 2014. An Act amending
certain Acts in connection with the definition of the terms of payment of pensions from the
resources of open-ended pension funds, amending the Act on the organisation and operation
of pensions funds of 28 August 1997 (Journal of Laws of 2013, item 989, as amended),
was passed on 6 December 2013. The Regulation of the Council of Ministers of 28 January
2014 concerning the Guarantee Fund (Journal of Laws of 2014, item 1414) took effect on
1 February 2014, replacing the existing Regulation of 30 March 2004.
As at 2014 year-end, the Fund included contributions of 12 pension fund companies which
managed 12 open-ended pension funds.
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Contributions deposited in the Guarantee Fund

10. OPERATION OF
THE GUARANTEE
FUND AND THE
COMPENSATION
SCHEME

Item

Resources of the Guarantee Fund

Balance
as at 31.12.2013 r.
(PLN’000)

Balance
as at 31.12.2014 r. (PLN’000)

294 891

480 777

According to Article 188a of the Act on the organisation and operation of pensions funds of
28 August 1997, KDPW prepares annual financial statements of the Guarantee Fund, which
are audited and approved according to the rules applicable to the audit and approval of the
annual financial statements of KDPW. KDPW presents an annual report on the administration
of the Guarantee Fund for approval to the Polish Financial Supervision Authority.
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KDPW operates and manages the compensation scheme according to the Act on Trading in
Financial Instruments of 29 July 2005 (“Act”). The compensation scheme provides guarantees
to investors in the event of default of a compensation scheme participant for cash held in
cash accounts, cash due to investors in respect of provided services protected by the system,
and financial instruments held in securities accounts or omnibus accounts due in respect of
provided services.
Compensation scheme participants are brokerage houses, banks operating a brokerage
business, custodian banks, investment fund companies.
As at 2014 year-end, the compensation scheme had 94 participants. As 6 participants are
banks which operate both a custodian business and a brokerage business, the compensation
scheme records showed 105institutions in aggregate, including 53 institutions showing
cash balances and 52 institutions with no cash balances in the system.

10. OPERATION OF
THE GUARANTEE
FUND AND THE
COMPENSATION
SCHEME

Balances in the Compensation Scheme

Item

Contributions deposited by Compensation Scheme participants
Income earned
TOTAL
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Balance
as at 31.12.2013 r.
(PLN’000)

Balance
as at 31.12.2014 r.
(PLN’000)

109 221

121 153

33 963

36 686

143 184

157 893

11. TRADE REPOSITORY KDPW_TR
11. TRADE
REPOSITORY

In 2014, the KDPW_TR Trade Repository was joined by 183 institutions from 8 countries
(Italy, Lithuania, Slovakia, Ireland, Czech Republic, Bulgaria, Austria and Poland). As at 31
December 2014, the Trade Repository had 173 participants including:

--GUR - General Reporting Participants
--ZUR - Ordinary Reporting Participants
--PUR - Indirect Repository Participants
--KUR - Repository Users

--13
--57
--100
--3

KDPW_TR participants jointly represent 7,495 entities which report derivatives trade to KDPW_TR.
Following the effective date on 12 February 2014 of the obligation of reporting derivatives
contracts to trade repositories, KDPW_TR Participants submitted 88,427,553 reports in the
processing of nearly 22 million trades by the end of 2014. The record-breaking day was 28
July 2014 when KDPW_TR processed 1.7 million reports.
According to EMIR, KDPW_TR is required to provide supervisory authorities with access to
data. KDPW_TR established contacts with 28 supervisory institutions in 21 countries, of
which 10 supervisory institutions in 9 countries (Austria, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, France,
Malta, Portugal, the Netherlands, the UK and Poland) have access to data.
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12.1 ISIN, CFI and FISN
As a member of The Association of National Numbering Agencies (ANNA) since 1994 and
an authorised National Numbering Agency (NNA) since 1996, KDPW is authorised to issue
the codes ISIN (International Securities Identification Number) and CFI (Classification of
Financial Instruments) under ISO6166 and ISO 10962, respectively. ISIN and CFI codes are
issued for financial instruments issued by KDPW participants and entities other than KDPW
participants. In the latter case, the service is provided under special bilateral agreements.
In 2014, KDPW issued 3,245 new ISIN codes together with CFI codes.
As a Numbering Agency and a member of ANNA, KDPW issues FISN codes under ISO 18774
since 14 November 2014.
In 2014, KDPW as a numbering agency issued 5,127 FISN codes, including 4,484 codes
active as at 31 December 2014.
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12.2 LEI
12. NUMBERING
AGENCY

In November 2013, to address new market requirements and the needs of existing and
prospective clients, KDPW added the pre-LEI issuance service to its portfolio of services.
According to EMIR, pre-LEI codes are necessary to report derivatives trades.

12.2 LEI

In 2014, KDPW acting as an authorised pre-LOU issued 4,483 pre-LEI codes to entities from
20 countries (Austria, Bulgaria, Switzerland, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, UK, Greece,
Hungary, Italy, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Latvia, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal,
Romania, Slovakia and Poland).
In 2014, 30 pre-LEI codes were transferred to KDPW pre-LOU from other numbering agencies
(mainly DTCC) and 1 code was transferred out.
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In accordance with the requirements of the Act on Trading in Financial Instruments, KDPW
exercises supervision in order to ensure that the number of issued securities matches the
number of securities in trading, i.e., registered in securities accounts or omnibus accounts
operated by KDPW participants and in registers of issue sponsors.
Supervision is exercised mainly by performing daily checks comparing the aggregate
holding balances resulting from records in accounts operated by participants presented in
participants’ daily reports from their registration systems against the holding balances of
corresponding entity accounts maintained in KDPW records.
In 2014, 7,097,279 participant daily reports were processed, of which 4,816 contained
errors; hence, the error rate was 0.07% (0.05% in 2013).
Supervision over the operation of securities registers by participants is also exercised by means of checks performed during inspections at
the seats of participants. In 2014, 45 controls were performed at seats of participants, including 2 ad-hoc controls.
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One of the main tasks of the KDPW specified in the Act
Financial Instruments Trading is to supervise
the compliance of emissions with the number of securities held
in turn, ie. saved on securities accounts or omnibus accounts
operated by KDPW Participants, including in the records issue sponsor.
This surveillance is mainly through daily checks comparative
aggregate balances arising from the provisions on the run by participants
accounts, obtained by the daily reports prepared by the participants
with their filing systems, with conditions corresponding with them entity accounts held in the records of the NDS.
In 2014. It was analyzed 7 097 279 daily reports provided by the participants,
of which 4 816, ie. 0.07% contained errors (0.05% in 2013.).
Supervision of keeping records of securities by participants also exercised
in the course of an inspection carried out in the form of inspections at the premises of the participant.
In 2014. It was carried out 45 inspections at the premises of participants, including 2 temporary.
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Number of direct participants

14. KEY STATISTICS

2005

62

2005

2006

60

2006

2007
2008

61

Number of registered issuers

63

2007

68

2008

2009

71

2009

2010

72

2010

2011

71

2011

332
361
454
552
583
730
954

2012

68

2012

1 081

2013

66

2013

1 134

2014

62

2014

1 165

Number of deposited share issues*

14. KEY STATISTICS

2005

521

2005

2006

528

2006

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

599

278.40
397.23
469.98

2007

673

2008

687

2009

780

2010
964

2011

1 055

2012

239.38
396.19
524.52
435.25
517.11

2013

1 085

2013

580.05

2014

1 109

2014

569.88

* Number of all issued registered in KDPW
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Capitalisation of deposited share issues (bn PLN)

Number of deposited Treasury bond issues*

14. KEY STATISTICS

2005
2006
2007

2005

205
177

2006

210

2007

2008

188

2008

2009

184

2009

2010
2011

191

2010

205

2012
2013

2014
* Number of all issued registered in KDPW
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Capitalisation of deposited Treasury bond issues** (bn PLN)

2011
2012

222
268

297

286.90
324.25
357.13
368.66
414.70
478.89
526.25
563.34

2013

2014

610.31

539.78

** Capitalisation of debt instruments at nominal value

Number of deposited non-Treasury bond issues*

14. KEY STATISTICS

2005

61

2005

11.10

2006

55

2006

11.25

2007

49

2007

11.51

2008

39

2008

10.88

2009

45

2009

10.92

2010
2011
2012

129

2010
267

2011
391

2013

2014
* Number of all issued registered in KDPW
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Capitalisation of deposited no-Treasury bond issues** (bn PLN)

2012

21.95
37.11
51.21

2013

499

606

2014
** Capitalisation of debt instruments at nominal value

59.08

60.64

Value of trade settled on the secondary market (buy side and sell side)

--cash market (bn PLN)
14. KEY STATISTICS

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

--derivatives market (bn PLN)
7671.80

2005

11869.00

2006

13542.40

15644.02

21 528.03
23 658.37

13 216.39
9 036.54

* From 2014-01-01 to 2014-08-03 (no netting and partial settlement)
** From 2014-08-04 (including netting and partial settlement)
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517.80

2010

20 251.60

2013

2014**

613.98

2009

2012

2014*

674.60

2008

9172.40

2011

390.70

2007

11462.50

2010

238.20

681.73

2011

723.97

2012

433.26

2013

435.70

2014*

241.90

2014**

218.66

Value of settled trade
value of trade settled on the primary market*** (bn PLN)

14. KEY STATISTICS

2005

74.10

2006

52.20

2007
2008

2005

70.00

2006

2007

37.90

2008
70.60

2009

2009
101.90

2010
70.28

2011
2012

97.49
118.36

2013

2014*
2014**

alue of trade settled on the secondary market (bn PLN)

75.20
18.00

2010

12 259.70
14 217.00
12 076.40
9 690.20
16 325.75

2011

20 975.56

2012

21 528.03
24 094.07

2013

2014*
2014**

* From 2014-01-01 to 2014-08-03 (no netting and partial settlement)
** From 2014-08-04 (including netting and partial settlement)
*** settled bond auctions, public subscriptions, introduction sales and other primary market transactions..
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7 910.00

13 458.29
9 255.20

Value of trade settled on the secondary market

--Cash market, including:

2005

14. KEY STATISTICS

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

2014*
2014**

207.20
352.20

7 464.60
11 516.80
13 053.60

488.80
344
365.20

11 118.40
8 807.20
15 166.40

477.66

19 677.00

574.65

20 676.20

418.62

23 136.00

522.33

12 931.30

285.14
332.32

8 704.22
regulated market
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* From 2014-01-01 to 2014-08-03 (no netting and partial settlement)
** From 2014-08-04 (including netting and partial settlement)

non-regulated market

Number of trades settled by KDPW (mln)

14. KEY STATISTICS

2005
2006

7.011

2005
2006

13.976

2007
2008

Value of trades settled by KDPW (bn PLN)

18.762

2008

14.217

2009

17.987

2009

2010

18.063

2010

2011

20.25

2012

15.92

2013

2014*
2014**

17.39

10.84
11.41

* From 2014-01-01 to 2014-08-03 (no netting and partial settlement)
** From 2014-08-04 (including netting and partial settlement)
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2007

4029.10
6199.90
7160.70
6 076.10
4 915.70
8 264.78

2011

10 558.06

2012

10 862.42

2013

2014*
2014**

12 157.48

6 805.58
4 644.37

Total value of all operations registered in KDPW (bn PLN)

14. KEY STATISTICS

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

4 207.50

2005

6 446.10

2006

7 503.3
6 352.6
5 154.20
8 607.41

2008

17 978

2009

17 109

10 901.14

2011

2012

11 128.28

2012

2014*
2014**

6 994.28
4 777.60

* From 2014-01-01 to 2014-08-03 (no netting and partial settlement) in parts )
** From 2014-08-04 (including netting and partial settlement)

8 218
17 765

2010

12 507.34

3 928

2007

2011

2013
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Number of suspended trades and post-trade transfers

22 806
24 742
20 274
47 748

2013

2014*
2014**

27 480
85 489

Number of automatic securities loans

14. KEY STATISTICS

2005

Volume of contracts settled on the derivatives market (mln)

2005

416

2006

2 307

2007

2 571

2009

1 611

2010

1 753

2011

706

6.386
9.478

2008

13.425

2010

14.01

2011

14.61

2012

35

2013

34

2014*

2014

56

2014**

** From 2014-08-04 (including netting and partial settlement)

12.234

2009

2012

* From 2014-01-01 to 2014-08-03 (no netting and partial settlement)
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2006
2007

2 019

2008

5.379

10.59
12.56

2013

5.81
3.67

Value of trade settled on the derivatives market (bn PLN)

14. KEY STATISTICS

2005

238.20

2006

390.70

2007

674.60

2008

613.98

2009

517.78

2010

681.73

2011

723.97

2012

433.26

2013

435.70

2014*
2014**

241.90
218.66

* From 2014-01-01 to 2014-08-03 (no netting and partial settlement)
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** From 2014-08-04 (including netting and partial settlement)

ASSETS

As at 31.12.2014

As at 31.12.2013

347 263 838.52

351 133 032.34

12 697 571.55

21 052 544.55

5 008 188.42

3 515 100.94

0.00

192 839.73

Other intangible assets

4 085 888.85

5 830 733.31

Advances for intangible assets

3 603 494.28

11 513 870.57

Fixed assets

77 694 023.38

75 719 618.56

Fixed assets in use

73 943 373.76

75 025 392.65

9 989 224.20

10 056 970.31

Buildings, premises, civil and water engineering structures

44 629 991.09

46 136 069.15

Technical equipment and machines

18 325 322.69

17 526 707.87

Vehicles

598 276.28

885 650.88

Other fixed assets

400 559.50

419 994.44

3 750 649,62

694 225.91

Long-term investments

253 780 077.91

251 731 336.52

Long-term financial assets

253 780 077.91

251 731 336.52

In related parties

216 196 533.21

207 679 171.82

203 282 585.40

203 282 585.40

12 913 947.81

4 396 586.42

37 583 544.70

44 052 164.70

8 524.70

8 524.70

37 575 020.00

44 043 640.00

Non-current assets

15. FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
15.1 Balance Sheet
Balance sheet as at 31
December 2014

Intangible assets
R&D expenses
Goodwill

Land (including right to perpetual usufruct)

Fixed assets under construction

- shares
- other long-term financial assets
In other entities
- shares
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- other securities

assets
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As at 31.12.2014

As at31.12.2013

Long-term prepayments

3 092 165.68

2 629 532.71

Deferred tax assets

3 076 710.02

2 614 018.07

Other prepayments

15 455.66

15 514.64

114 654 786.47

75 742 277.38

20 907 952.51

17 241 872.79

Current assets

15.1. Balance Sheet

Short-term receivables
Receivables from related parties

3 968 524.18

3 053 817.06

Balance sheet as at 31
December 2014

Trade receivables, maturing:

3 968 524.18

3 053 817.06

- up to 12 months

3 968 524.18

3 053 817.06

16 939 428.33

14 188 055.73

Trade receivables, maturing:

9 312 389.73

9 734 594.44

- up to 12 months

9 312 389.73

9 734 594.44

Tax, subsidy, customs, social security, health insurance and other benefits

1 666 479.62

3 776 538.00

Other

5 960 558.98

676 923.29

Short-term investments

91 096 085.82

56 183 923.55

Short-term financial assets

91 096 085.82

56 183 923.55

In related parties

1 632 356.10

482 613.38

- other short-term financial assets

1 632 356.10

482 613.38

23 472 679.92

7 472 936.50

139 013.00

154 616.50

23 333 666.92

7 318 320.00

Receivables from other entities

In other entities
- shares
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- other securities

ASSETS

As at 31.12.2014

As at 31.12.2013

Cash and other pecuniary assets

65 991 049.80

48 228 373.67

15. FINANCIAL
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- cash in hand and at bank

65 943 972.54

48 228 373.67

47 077.26

0.00

15.1. Balance Sheet

Short-term prepayments

2 650 748.14

2 316 481.04

1 170 802 886.63

165 824 008.76

161 580 337.01

145 564 241.04

1 009 222 549.62

126 815.66

"Cash of KDPW_CCP S.A. - Clearing Fund"

0.00

8 183.26

"Cash of KDPW_CCP S.A. - WSE ATS Guarantee Fund"

0.00

212.84

"Cash of KDPW_CCP S.A. - Initial Margins"

0.00

106 728.22

"Cash of KDPW_CCP S.A. - Initial Deposits"

0.00

20 017 788.92

Other

0.00

38.82

1 632 721 511.62

592 699 318.48

Balance sheet as at 31
December 2014

- other cash

Other assets
Assets of the compensation scheme
"Participants’ payments for shares of new issue and benefits payments"

Total assets
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liabilities

As at 31.12.2014

As at 31.12.2013

433 055 285.60

405 227 561.11

21 000 000.00

21 000 000.00

234 278 252.34

234 278 252.34

3 347 624.22

2 046 558.25

143 034 830.52

118 811 006.22

4 000 000.00

4 000 000.00

0.00

0.00

Net profit (loss)

27 394 578.52

25 091 744.30

Liabilities and provisions for liabilities

28 863 339.39

21 647 748.61

Provisions for liabilities

19 805 336.09

16 804 350.36

4 293 717.46

3 714 189.76

15 054 201.70

12 988 259.00

- long-term

9 203 568.00

6 904 528.00

- short-term

5 850 633.70

6 083 731.00

Other provisions

457 416.93

101 901.60

- short-term

457 416.93

101 901.60

0.00

0.00

9 058 003.30

4 843 398.25

To related parties

6 853.85

72 732.72

trade liabilities, maturing:

6 853.85

72 732.72

- up to 12 months

6 853.85

72 732.72

Equity

15. FINANCIAL
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15.1. Balance Sheet
Balance sheet as at 31
December 2014

Share capital
Supplementary capital
Revaluation reserve
Other reserve capitals
Reserve capital securing the Trade Repository
Previous years’ profit (loss)

Provision for deferred income tax
Provision for retirement and similar benefits

Long-term liabilities
Short-term liabilities
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liabilities

As at 31.12.2014

As at 31.12.2013

8 296 464.14

3 867 865.49

0.00

50 213.16

Trade liabilities, maturing:

7 458 188.68

2 968 085.19

- up to 12 months

7 458 188.68

2 968 085.19

826 874.42

841 597.78

11 401.04

7 969.36

754 685.31

902 800.04

0.00

0.00

1 170 802 886.63

165 824 008.76

161 580 337.01

145 564 241.04

1 009 222 549.62

126 815.66

Liabilities to KDPW_CCP S.A. under the Clearing Fund

0.00

8 183.26

Liabilities to KDPW_CCP S.A. under cash resources of the WSE ATS Guarantee Fund

0.00

212.84

Liabilities to KDPW_CCP S.A. under cash resources of Initial Margins

0.00

106 728.22

"Liabilities to KDPW_CCP S.A. under cash resources of Initial Deposits"

0.00

20 017 788.92

Other

0.00

38.82

1 632 721 511.62

592 699 318.48

To other entities
Other financial liabilities

15. FINANCIAL
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15.1. Balance Sheet
Balance sheet as at 31
December 2014

Tax, customs, insurance and other liabilities
Other
Special funds
Accruals
Other liabilities
Liabilities under the compensation scheme
"Liabilities under the compensation scheme"

Total liabilities
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Profit and Loss Account for the period 01.01.2014 - 31.12.2014
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15.2. Profit and Loss
Account
Profit and Loss Account for
the period 01.01.2014 31.12.2014
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Net revenues from sales and equivalent, including revenues:
- from related parties
Net revenues from sales of products
Operating expenses
Amortisation and depreciation
Consumption of materials and energy
External services
Taxes and charges
Payroll
Social security and other benefits
Other costs by type
Profit on sales
Other operating revenues
Gains on disposal of non-financial fixed assets
Other operating revenues
Other operating expenses
Other operating expenses
- amortisation of goodwill
Operating profit
Financial revenues
Dividend and profit sharing, including:
- from related parties
Interest
Other
Financial expenses
Interest
Other
Profit on business activities
Gross profit
Income tax
Net profit

01.01.2014 - 31.12.2014

01.01.2013 - 31.12.2013

130 162 793.77
19 797 027.73
130 162 793.77
98 620 621.44
15 336 393.42
1 046 889.44
16 909 200.40
22 232 174.84
29 088 470.84
8 684 743.45
5 322 749.05
31 542 172,33
1 519 712.69
14 542.70
1 505 169.99
2 151 046.07
2 151 046.07
192 839.73
30 710 838.95
4 ,321 311.24
273 114.44
273 114.44
4 048 192.74
4.06
128 164.24
24 711.82
103 452.42
35 103 985.95
35 103 985.95
7 709 407.43
27 394 578.52

121 309 813.70
16 949 219.08
121 309 813.70
93 552 680.58
16 883 121.58
1 008 179.28
15 626 481.85
19 588 951.74
27 229 656.72
8 305 497.81
4 910 791.60
27 757 133.12
646 356.87
79 858.19
566 498.68
1 317 342.40
1 317 342.40
192 839.73
27 086 147.59
4 418 990.99
334 756.90
334 756.90
4 053 089.02
31 145.07
127 944.70
45 454.23
82 490.47
31 377 193.88
31 377 193.88
6 285 449.58
25 091 744.30

15. FINANCIAL
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15.3. Auditor’s Opinion
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ OPINION
To the Supervisory Board of Krajowy Depozyt Papierów Wartościowych S.A.
1. We have audited the attached financial statements of Krajowy Depozyt Papierów
Wartościowych (‘the Company’) located in Warsaw at Książęca 4 Street, for the year ended 31
December 2014, containing the introduction, the balance sheet as at 31 December 2014, the
profit and loss account for the year ended 31 December 2014, the statement of changes in
equity, the cash flow statement for the period from 1 January 2014 to 31 December 2014 and
other explanatory notes (‘the attached financial statements’).
2. The truth and fairness of the attached financial statements, the preparation of the
attached financial statements in accordance with the required applicable accounting
policies and the proper maintenance of the accounting records are the responsibility of the
Company’s Management Board. In addition, the Company’s Management Board and Members
of the Supervisory Board are required to ensure that the attached financial statements and
the Directors’ Report meet the requirements of the Accounting Act dated 29 September
1994 (Journal of Laws 2013.330 with subsequent amendments – ‘the Accounting Act’) and
regulations issued under it. Our responsibility was to audit the attached financial statements
and to express an opinion on whether, based on our audit, the financial statements comply, in
all material respects, with the required applicable accounting policies and whether they truly
and fairly reflect, in all material respects, the financial position and results of the operations of
the Company and whether the accounting records that form the basis for their preparation are,
in all material respects, properly maintained.
3. We conducted our audit of the attached financial statements in accordance with:
•
chapter 7 of the Accounting Act;
•
National Auditing Standards issued by the National Council of Statutory Auditors;
in order to obtain reasonable assurance whether these financial statements are free of
material misstatement. In particular, the audit included examining, to a large extent on a
test basis, documentation supporting the amounts and disclosures in the attached financial
statements. The audit also included assessing the accounting principles adopted and used and
significant estimates made by the Company’s Management Board, as well as evaluating the
overall presentation of the attached financial statements. We believe our audit has provided
a reasonable basis to express our opinion on the attached financial statements treated as a
whole.

4. Financial statements for the prior financial year ended 31 December 2013 were subject to
an audit by another key certified auditor acting on behalf of another authorised audit firm, who
issued an unqualified opinion on the financial statements, dated 24 February 2014.
5. In our opinion, the attached financial statements, in all material respects:
•
present truly and fairly all information material for the assessment of the results of the
Company’s operations for the period from 1 January 2014 to 31 December 2014, as well as its
financial position as at 31 December 2014;
•
have been prepared in accordance with the applicable accounting principles arising
from the Accounting Act and regulations issued under it and based on properly maintained
accounting records;
•
are, in respect of the form and content, in accordance with the legal regulations governing
the preparation of financial statements and the Company’s Articles of Association.
6. We have read the Directors’ Report for the period from 1 January 2014 to 31 December
2014 (‘the Directors’ Report’) and concluded that the information derived from the attached
financial statements reconciles with these financial statements. The information included in the
Directors’ Report corresponds with the relevant regulations of art. 49 para 2 of the Accounting
Act.

on behalf of
Ernst & Young Audyt Polska
spółka z ograniczoną odpowiedzialnością sp. k.
Rondo ONZ 1, 00-124 Warsaw
Reg. No 130

Key Certified Auditor
Dominik Januszewski
Certified auditor
no. 9707
Warsaw, 23 February 2015

